
Ken Doll J upsets in NYSS action at Batavia Downs 

by Tim Bojarski, for Batavia Downs  

 

 

Batavia, NY --- It was bombs away at Batavia Downs Sunday (Aug. 31) when the heavily 

favored Major Dancer came up just short at the wire as 40-1 Ken Doll J pulled the surprise 

in a $39,900 division of the New York Sire Stakes for 3-year-old pacing fillies. 

Off the gate Sweetnsinful (Jimmy Whittemore) took an uncontested lead around the turn 

and up the backside before the 1-2 Major Dancer (Jonathan Drury) rushed and took over 

the top as they hit the quarter in :27.1. After a pedestrian second split of :30.1, Table Talk 

(Jim Morrill Jr.) started the outer flow and Ken Doll J (Aaron Byron) followed in swift 
fashion. 

Feeling the heat, Drury stepped on the gas and tried 

to pull away to the three-quarters with a :28 third 

panel. But the strategy was ineffective as the chasing 
pair continued to make up ground through the turn 

and into the stretch. 

From that point on it was a real horse race with a 

tiring Major Dancer coming back to Table Talk, who 

was outside of her and Ken Doll J, who was three-
wide. When they hit the wire, Ken Doll J just got up 

in the final stride to win in 1:54 and light up the 

board. The winner paid $83.00. Table Talk was 

second and Major Dancer hung on to be third. 

This was the second win of the year for Ken Doll J 

(Bettor's Delight-Normajeankillean) and also a 

seasonal mark. The victory brought her earnings up to $74,882 for owner Ken Jacobs. Ken 

Doll J is trained by Linda Toscano. 

After the race, Byron said, “Everything just worked out. I got a great trip and I didn't really 

have to do much to the half. The filly was real good down the lane.” 

In the first $39,900 division, Just Add Vodka (Jim Morrill Jr.) was the beneficiary of a patient 

steer and came away with a three-quarter length victory as a result. 

Up Front Elizabeth (Mark MacDonald) flew off the wings and led the field through a quick 
and gapped :27 quarter in post position order. The story remained the same to the half in 

:56.3 when Carlota Blue Chip (Jack Flanigen) pulled and tried to apply some heat. She was 

only able to get up to third on the outside before stalling with two other horses behind her 

at the three-quarters in 1:25. 

When the outer flow faded around the last turn it allowed the rail-riding Barefoot Beauty 

(Jimmy Whittemore) to come off the pylons and that in turn left a spot for Just Add Vodka 

(Jim Morrill Jr.) to shoot up the inside. 

At the head of the stretch, the bearing-out Up Front Elizabeth was in the middle with 
Barefoot Beauty to her right and Just Add Vodka to her left. The three battled to the wire 
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Ken Doll J (No. 5) rallied in the lane to 

score at odds of 40-1. 
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with Just Add Vodka getting the advantage at the end to win by three-quarters of a length 

in 1:54.2. Barefoot Beauty was second and Up Front Elizabeth was third. 

It was the third win of the year for the Julie Miller trained filly that also happened to be a 
new lifetime mark. The victory boosted the seasonal earnings of Just Add Vodka (Art Major-

Regal Wish) to $94,233 for owners Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc., Steven Demeter, Herbert 

Burns III and Nahuel Agosti. 

Morrill praised both the horse and trainer saying, “I can't believe how much better she was 
today. Julie did a great job getting her ready.” 

In the second $39,200 split, Spreester (Jason Bartlett) made quick work of a short field and 

two breaking horses to register a five length romp in the fastest of the three divisions. 

As the field went into the first turn, Delightful Dragon (Mark MacDonald) made an 
uncharacteristic break and watched as the rest of the field pulled away. Sky Artist (Kevin 

Cummings) was on the point but Medusa (Aaron Byron) was pushing the issue outside at 

the quarter in :26.4. 

But Medusa appeared to get foul-gaited and Byron took her back to the wood fourth. Then 
Blush Hanover (Jim Morrill Jr.) pulled from second to challenge but also made a break 

before the half in :56.1. 

So with two of the three favorites guilty of miscues, Spreester, who had been sitting second 

through it all, pulled past the five-eighths, circled and cleared the leader before they hit the 

three-quarter pole in 1:25.3. 

When she got back to the pylons, Bartlett popped the plugs and became a passenger as 

Spreester shifted gears and simply paced away from everybody. She hit the wire a five 

length wrapped-up winner in 1:53.3. The winner paid $5.60 to her supporters. 

Delightful Dragon recovered from the early break to be second and Sky Artist hung on for 
third. 

This was the sixth win in 14 starts for Spreester (American Ideal-Rodeo Spree) and the Paul 

Zabielski trained filly topped off her bank at $134,680. Spreester is owned by Kimberly 

Zabielski. 

Bartlett commented, “I really didn't want to sit in the two hole but they kept blowing up 

around me. She just exploded down the lane.” 

The results of Sunday’s NYSS contests were important in the points standings leading into 

the Night of Champions finals. Spreester took over the top spot, Just Add Vodka moved 

from fifth to third and Ken Doll J vaulted herself from 12th to seventh. 

There was also an Excelsior leg contested and was won by Expose who was driven by Jim 

Morrill Jr. in 1:56.3. The winner paid $6.80. Expose is trained by Linda Toscano and is 

owned by Linwood Higgins, Stake Your Claim Stable, Brittany Farms and Val D’Or Farms. 

Driver Jim Morrill Jr. registered a four win afternoon and Mark MacDonald scored a double. 
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Racing resumes at Batavia Downs on Monday (Sept. 1) with a special Labor Day matinee 

card slated to start at 1:15 p.m. 

 


